
  



INCLUSION:      

• Transfers and sightseeing via SEDAN/ SUV/ Tempo Traveller      

• Accommodation: Standard double/triple sharing rooms at mentioned places      

• Meals: Breakfast      

• Vehicle Fuel Charges, Toll Taxes and Driver's Allowances      

EXCLUSION:      

• Personal expenses      

• Entry tickets of Sightseeing (as mentioned in the itinerary)      

• Union transportation cost for sightseeing in Pahalgam and Gulmarg      

• Cost of Extra bed/ Mattress/ Child charges      

• 5% GST       

• Any expenses not mentioned in the above inclusions      

ITINERARY:      

Day 1: Arrival in Srinagar:    

Dal Lake - Nigeen Lake - Local Market    

Upon arrival at the airport, our representative will extend a heartfelt welcome, whisking 

you away in a comfortable sedan cab to the enchanting houseboat in Srinagar. After 

refreshing yourself, our representative will brief you on the exciting travel itinerary that 

lies ahead.    

Spend the night in a Houseboat in Srinagar to experience the charming allure of floating 

on the tranquil waters of Dal Lake or Nigeen Lake while enjoying the comfort of 

wellappointed bedrooms.    



Delight in a serene Shikara Ride, a traditional wooden boat, as it gracefully glides 

through the placid waters of Dal Lake or Nigeen Lake and take a leisurely walk along the 

boulevard to immerse yourself in the local market.    

    
Day 2: Srinagar Sightseeing:    

Nishat Garden - Shalimar Garden -Pari Mahal - Chashma Shahi    

Delve into the essence of Srinagar as you embark on a captivating sightseeing tour.    

Visit the magnificent Nishat Garden, built in the 17th century, and adorned with 

terraced lawns and beautiful fountains overlooking Dal Lak. The breathtaking Shalimar 

Garden, a Mughal masterpiece with cascading waterfalls and stunning flowerbeds, the 

serene Pari Mahal, and the refreshing Chashma Shahi. Treat your taste buds to the 

flavors of local Wazwan cuisine.    

Enjoy a comfortable stay at a hotel in Srinagar, where you can unwind and relax.    

Day 3: Gulmarg Arrival:    

Gondola Ride - St. Mary Church & Temple - Drung Waterfall  

Experience the exhilarating Gondola Ride to witness the mesmerizing mountain views as 

the cable car moves. Visit the St. Mary Church & Temple, built in 1902 with a British 

tinge. On the way to Gulmarg (Valley of Shepherds), witness the awe-inspiring Drung 

Waterfall getting converted into ice as it flows.  

Spend the night in the hotel in Gulmarg.  

Day 4: Gulmarg Exploration: 

Khilanmarg - Golf course 

 

Explore the picturesque Khilanmarg to get some 360-degree views of the majestic 

Himalayas & Bota Pathri- a surreal, plush meadow covered with white snow. Wrap up 

the day by visiting the enchanting Golf course for a quick match amidst lush greenery 

and the historic Heritage Mahal. 

Experience a cozy and rejuvenating stay at a hotel in Gulmarg. 

 

 

 



Day 5: Pahalgam Arrival & Stay:   

Apple Valley Orchards - Baisaran Valley - Aru Valley - Betaab Valley - Lidder River - 

Chandanwari - Mamal Temple    

Take a stop at the charming Apple Valley Orchards and traverse across the green 

plantations amidst an exotic aroma, explore the Pahalgam Market to do some regional 

shopping, and venture to the captivating Baisaran Valley covered with dense pine and fir 

forests on ponies.    

Discover the renowned Aru Valley- a scenic grassland known for its serene and calming 

atmosphere, Betaab Valley for an enchanting view covering verdant meadows with the 

Lidder River flowing, and Chandanwari, a picturesque valley at a height of 2895 m. 

Finally, pay a visit to the artistic Mamal Temple, constructed entirely out of stone in the 

12th century. Spend the night in the hotel in Pahalgam.    

Day 6: Pahalgam Exploration:    

Aru Valley - Betaab Valley - Lidder River - Chandanwari - Mamal Temple   

Discover the renowned Aru Valley- a scenic grassland known for its serene and calming 

atmosphere, Betaab Valley for an enchanting view covering verdant meadows with the 

Lidder River flowing, and Chandanwari, a picturesque valley at a height of 2895 m. 

Finally, pay a visit to the artistic Mamal Temple, constructed entirely out of stone in the 

12th century.   

Spend the night in the hotel in Pahalgam.   

Day 7: Srinagar Arrival & stay:  

River Jhelum – Local Market   

Embark on a Srinagar Heritage Walk and wander through the old market teeming with 

bazaars for some regional purchases, architectural marvels, local cuisines, and historical 

sites nestled along the serene River Jhelum – the primary waterway of Kashmir.  

Enjoy a peaceful and comfortable night at a hotel in Srinagar.  

Day 8: Sonmarg Day Tour:  

Thajiwas Glacier & Wildlife Sanctuary - Sonmarg Market  

Drive from Srinagar to Sonmarg. Immerse yourself in the charm of Sonamarg Market, 

best known for selling beautiful jewellery and fabrics- a must-visit for shopaholics. Then, 

witness the majesty of Thajiwas Glacier to give your eyes a visual treat of the alpine 



meadows, waterfalls, and landscapes covered with snow, and explore the Wildlife 

Sanctuary to spot some exotic animals and birds.  

Experience a delightful and soothing night at a hotel in Srinagar.   

Day 9: Departure:  

As your journey comes to an end, bid adieu to the breathtaking beauty of Kashmir, 

taking with you cherished memories and the desire to return for more captivating 

adventures.  

   


